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Designed by powerchair specialists,
the Rascal 312 Turnabout has
many remarkable features as
standard. These include –

■ dual directional drive
with a rotating seat giving you
the option of front or rear 
wheel drive

■ bespoke driving positions
with a swing-away controller 
and a fully adjustable seat back

■ day long comfort 
with a high back luxurious seat
and adjustable headrest  

Why choose between a powerchair with 
front or rear wheel drive when the Rascal 
312 Turnabout from Electric Mobility has both? 
This dual directional powerchair has a rotating seat
so you can choose between front wheel drive for
superb manoeuvrability indoors or rear wheel drive
for extra traction outdoors.

312 
turnabout
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Experience independence beyond expectation
with the new Rascal powerchairs from 
Electric Mobility.

Engineering excellence now incorporates further
advances in technology to give you all the comfort,
reliability and versatility you will ever need. 

■ optional extras 
upgrade to 20'' width seat, 
elevating legrests, swing-away
legrests, powered seat lift or
dual/attendant control

The chassis is sleek and compact
and when combined with the
ability to rotate the seat 180˚, you
will find that even in the tightest
space, the Rascal 312 Turnabout
will give superb accessibility. 

Change your view on what a
powerchair can do with the
Rascal 312 Turnabout from
Electric Mobility.
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POWER WITH PERFORMANCE

■ convenient 
offboard charging 
with a quick release battery pack

■ increased independence
with a design that is simple to
dismantle for easy transportation

■ outstanding manoeuvrability
indoors and out with a turning
circle of only 66cm (26'')

■ optional extras
lightweight padded seat, 
elevating legrests, swing-
away legrests or dual/
attendant control

Combining the benefits of a
compact, lightweight design with
all the quality and comfort that
the Rascal range is renowned for,
the Rascal 320 Compact from
Electric Mobility is causing a 
mini powerchair revolution. 

301
viva
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It is now possible to be more active outdoors with the 
all new Rascal 301 Viva Powerchair from Electric Mobility. 
Built to last, this sturdy Class 3 powerchair incorporates the
very best in comfort and reliability to give you the confidence
you need when out and about. The Rascal 301 Viva has the
power to carry 400lb in complete comfort, negotiate most
terrains and travel for up to 20 miles without the need 
for recharging.

■ complete safety
with features which include 
a full lighting kit, mirror and 
seat belt

■ a robust, rugged design
that gives total versatility across
uneven terrains

■ optional extras
upgrade to 22'' width seat, 
elevating legrests, swing-away
legrests, powered seat lift or
dual/attendant control

Incorporating the latest technology from Electric Mobility, the
Rascal 320 Compact represents a total innovation in lightweight
powerchair design. The Rascal 320 Compact is half the size
of most powerchairs with the heaviest part weighing only 58lb,
making it so easy to take wherever you are going. Quick to
dismantle and with rear wheel drive for superb traction, the
slimline Rascal 320 Compact will help you live life to the full.

The Rascal 320 Compact gives you –

320 
compact

Exceptional design is enhanced
with modern styling to give you 
a powerchair that is ready to 
meet the demands of the outside
world – the Rascal 301 Viva from
Electric Mobility.

The Rascal 301 Viva gives you –
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Your local Electric Mobility dealer

Due to a policy of continual improvement, Electric Mobility Euro Limited reserve the right to change specifications without prior notice.
Grateful thanks to The Mount Somerset Country House Hotel, Taunton for its co-operation with the photography in this brochure.

Electric Mobility Euro Limited. Canal Way, Ilminster, Somerset TA19 9DL  

Tel: 01460 258100  Fax: 01460 258125  email: sales@electricmobility.co.uk  www.electricmobility.co.uk

02/2007

Whether you choose the Rascal 312 Turnabout, the 320 Compact or the 301 Viva
Powerchair, you can be assured of peace of mind when driving and enjoy the

added confidence an Electric Mobility powerchair brings to your life.

312

rascal powerchair range
Experience independence beyond expectation

Technical 312 Turnabout 320 Compact 301 Viva
Specifications dual directional drive  rear wheel drive rear wheel drive

Overall length* 78.7cm (31'') 67.3cm (26.5'') 77.5cm (30.5'')

Overall width 61cm (24'') 56cm (22'') 59.7cm (23.5'')

Maximum rider weight** 158.8kg (350lb) 136kg (300lb) 181.4kg (400lb)

Batteries 2x40amp 2x22ah 2x50amp

Battery pack weight n/a 15.2kg (33.5lb) n/a

Total weight 89.6kg (197.5lb) 53.3kg (117.5lb) 107kg (236lb)

Heaviest component 42.4kg (93.5lb) 26.3kg (58lb) 53.5kg (118lb)

Maximum range† 32.2km (20 miles) 20.1km (12.5 miles) 32.2km (20 miles)

Maximum speed 6.4kph (4mph) 6.4kph (4mph) 8kph (5mph)

Castor wheel size 20.3cm (8'') 17.8cm (7'') 22.9cm (9'')

Drive wheel size 25.4cm (10'') 22.9cm (9'') 35.6cm (14'')

Turning radius 53.3–76.2cm (21–30'') 66cm (26'') 76.2cm (30'')

Safe climbing angle 10˚ 8˚ 10˚

Colour red blue red

Optional extras Powered seat lift n/a Powered seat lift

Elevating legrests Elevating legrests Elevating legrests

Swing-away legrests Swing-away legrests Swing-away legrests

Upgrade to 20'' Lightweight Upgrade to 22''
width seat padded seat width seat 

Dual/attendant Dual/attendant Dual/attendant 
control control control

Dismantles completely
for transportation

Swing-away controller
for easy access to 
the seat

Quick release battery
pack for convenient 
offboard charging

Luxurious reclining seat
that is fully adjustable

Robust 14'' rear wheels
for superb traction 

Coil suspension for 
a stable ride

Full lighting kit for
added safety

Large fold-away foot
plate at either end 

Handy side pocket 
for storage 

Optional powered 
seat lift for improved
access to high shelves 
and counters

Adjustable armrests
for complete comfort

Puncture proof tyres
and anti-tip castors

Seat belt to keep you
secure while driving

* Overall length is measured with foot plate up.
** Maximum rider weight is reduced by 22.7kg (50lb) when

climbing a 12˚ incline.
† Range is calculated under test conditions. Weight, terrain

and weather conditions can affect range of travel.
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for further details freephone 0800 252614
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